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Abstract
This thesis deals with the instabilities of the incompressible boundary-layer flow that
is induced by a disk rotating in otherwise still fluid. The results presented include both
work in the linear and nonlinear regime and are derived from direct numerical sim-
ulations (DNS). Comparisons are made both to theoretical and experimental results
providing new insights into the transition route to turbulence. The simulation code
Nek5000 has been chosen for the DNS using a spectral-element method (SEM) with
a high-order discretization, and the results were obtained through large-scale paral-
lel simulations. The known similarity solution of the Navier–Stokes equations for the
rotating-disk flow, also called the von Kármán rotating-disk flow, is reproduced by the
DNS. With the addition of modelled small simulated roughnesses on the disk surface,
convective instabilities appear and data from the linear region in the DNS are anal-
ysed and compared with experimental and theoretical data, all corresponding very
well. A theoretical analysis is also presented using a local linear-stability approach,
where two stability solvers have been developed based on earlier work. Furthermore,
the impulse response of the rotating-disk boundary layer is investigated using DNS.
The local response is known to be absolutely unstable and the global response, on
the contrary, is stable if the edge of the disk is assumed to be at radius infinity. Here
comparisons with a finite domain using various boundary conditions give a global
behaviour that can be both linearly stable and unstable, however always nonlinearly
unstable. The global frequency of the flow is found to be determined by the Rey-
nolds number at the confinement of the domain, either by the edge (linear case) or by
the turbulence appearance (nonlinear case). Moreover, secondary instabilities on top
of the convective instabilities induced by roughness elements were investigated and
found to be globally unstable. This behaviour agrees well with the experimental flow
and acts at a smaller radial distance than the primary global instability. The sharp
line corresponding to transition to turbulence seen in experiments of the rotating disk
can thus be explained by the secondary global instability. Finally, turbulence data
were compared with experiments and investigated thoroughly.

Descriptors: Laminar-turbulent transition, convective instability, absolute instabil-

ity, secondary instability, crossflow instability, direct numerical simulations.
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Sammanfattning
P̊a en cirkulär platta (disk) som roterar bildas ett gränsskikt närmast ytan där flu-
iden dras med plattan och ocks̊a strömmar ut̊at i radiell riktning, ett strömningsfall
som ofta g̊ar under beteckningen von Kármán’s roterande diskströmning. Avhandlin-
gen undersöker med hjälp av simuleringar b̊ade de linjära och ickelinjära beteendet
hos de instabiliteter som uppkommer i det laminära gränsskiktet, därefter transition
till turbulens och slutligen det turbulenta gränsskiktet. De direkta numeriska simu-
leringarna (DNS) av strömningen görs med den parallelliserbara simuleringskoden
Nek5000 som utnyttjar en spektral-element metod med en högre ordnings diskretis-
ering. I ett experiment ger små störningar p̊a diskytan upphov till stationära virvlar
som växer i amplitud i radiell riktning, dvs med ökande Reynolds tal. Dessa sk kon-
vektiva instabiliteter har analyserats med hjälp av DNS. I den linjära regionen, dvs
för små störningsamplituder, kan resultaten jämföras med en lokal linjär stabilitets-
analys. Tv̊a olika numeriska metoder, baserade p̊a tidigare arbeten, har utvecklats för
att göra denna analys och utmärkt överensstämmelse mellan teori och simuleringar
har erh̊allits. Även jämförelser med tidigare experiment ger god överensstämmelse.
Vidare undersöks hur en störningsimpuls i gränssiktet utvecklas. Den lokala respon-
sen för en s̊adan störning är känd att vara absolut instabil, men om diskens kant
antas vara vid oändligheten är den globala responsen stabil, vilket även visas här. I
en simulering måste diskens radie begränsas och flera olika randvillkor prövades för
detta och visade att strömningen kunde vara b̊ade linjärt stabil och instabil beroende
p̊a vilket randvillkor som användes. Strömningen är däremot alltid instabilt i den
ickelinjära fallet. Den globala frekvensen av störningen bestäms antingen av kantens
position (linjära fallet) eller positionen där turbulensen begränsar domänen (icke-

linjära fallet). Även sekundära instabiliteter som utvecklas p̊a de primära konvektiva
instabiliteterna (virvlarna) undersöks och dessa visas vara globalt instabila. Denna
sekundära globala instabilitet uppträder vid lägre Reynolds tal än den primära globala
instabiliteten och simuleringarna överensstämmer väl med vad som observeras exper-
imentellt. En hypotes, grundad p̊a detta resultat, är att den distinkta överg̊angen
fr̊an laminär till turbulent strömning som har observerats i experiment kan förklaras
av denna sekundära globala instabilitetet. Slutligen har simuleringar av det tur-
bulenta gränsskiktet genomförts och analyserats. Turbulensen i detta gränsskikt har
jämförts med experiment b̊ade fr̊an den roterande disken och fr̊an ett tv̊adimensionellt
(2D) gränsskikt. Som tidigare observerats i experiment är turbulensen nära ytan
jämförbar med den i ett 2D gränsskikt vad gäller den azimutala hastighetskomponen-
ten, medan den yttre regionen visar tydliga skillnader. Simuleringarna kompletterar
dessa jämförelser till att inkludera alla hastighetskomponenter.

Descriptors: Laminär-turbulent överg̊ang, konvektiv instabilitet, absolut instabilitet,

sekundär instabilitet, tvärflödesinstabilitet, direkt-numeriska simuleringar.
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Preface

The boundary layer over a rotating disk is examined closely in this thesis. The
work is based on numerical simulations where results have been obtained with
a spectral-element code to determine the behaviour of the flow when going from
the laminar to the turbulent state. The main focus has been to explain the
behaviour found in experiments both in the linear and nonlinear regimes. The
thesis is divided into two parts. The first part contains six chapters including
an introduction to the rotating-disk flow and the simulation code, an overview
of previous studies, a summary and conclusions of the present study together
with an outlook. Also, a summary of the papers included in the second part
is provided. This second part includes six articles. One technical report fol-
lowed by five journal papers where three are already published and two will be
submitted for publication. The published papers have been adapted to comply
with the present thesis’ format for consistency. Their content is, however, un-
changed.

Paper 1. E. APPELQUIST & S. IMAYAMA, 2014, Revisiting the stability analysis

of the flow over a rotating disk. Technical Report

Paper 2. E. APPELQUIST, S. IMAYAMA, P. H. ALFREDSSON, P. SCHLATTER

& R. J. LINGWOOD, 2016, Linear disturbances in the rotating-disk flow: a compar-

ison between results from simulations, experiments and theory. European Journal of

Mechanics - B/Fluids, 55, pp. 170-181

Paper 3. E. APPELQUIST, P. SCHLATTER, P. H. ALFREDSSON & R. J. LING-

WOOD, 2014, Global linear instability and the radial boundary of the rotating-disk

flow. J. Fluid Mech., 765, pp. 612-631

Paper 4. E. APPELQUIST, P. SCHLATTER, P. H. ALFREDSSON & R. J. LING-

WOOD, 2016, On the global nonlinear instability of the rotating-disk flow over a

finite domain. J. Fluid Mech., 803, pp. 332-355

Paper 5. E. APPELQUIST, P. SCHLATTER, P. H. ALFREDSSON & R. J. LING-

WOOD, 2017, Transition to turbulence in the rotating-disk boundary-layer flow with

stationary vortices. To be submitted.

Paper 6. E. APPELQUIST, P. SCHLATTER, P. H. ALFREDSSON & R. J. LING-

WOOD, 2017, Turbulence in the rotating-disk boundary layer investigated through

direct numerical simulations. To be submitted.

January 2017, Stockholm

Ellinor Appelquist
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Part I

Overview and summary





CHAPTER 1

Introduction

To keep or even increase the speed, a swimming dolphin flaps with its tail and
a flying aeroplane burns some extra fuel. Today there is, however, a distinct
difference between aerodynamic bodies shaped by nature and the ones shaped
by engineers — they move in fluids with significantly different effort. The
energy input from the aeroplane fuel is considerably more inefficient than the
energy input of a swimming dolphin. The first person attempting to evaluate
this was Gray (1936), estimating the drag of a dolphin by using a rigid-body
hydrodynamic model. The conclusion was that the dolphin should need seven
times its energy production in order to swim at high speeds (>7.6 ms−1). This
is today known as ‘Gray's Paradox’. The reason for the paradox was believed
by Gray to be due to the different characteristics of a thin fluid layer existing
around the bodies. This fluid layer is called a boundary layer, which can have
two main flow states. A laminar boundary layer is well ordered with smooth
parallel streamlines, whereas a turbulent boundary layer is characterized by a
chaotic flow. Due to these two states, bodies can move in fluid with different
effort. The skin-friction drag is much higher for a turbulent boundary layer
compared to a laminar one, and reduction of drag for the dolphin has resulted
from millions of years of evolution (Kalman 2003). Even though it is believed
today that the dolphin does not swim with a completely laminar boundary
layer (Babenko & Carpenter 2003), it is certainly kept laminar until half way
down its body with an attached boundary layer all the way such that the drag
is considerably reduced if compared to a solid body. The art of engineering
has to undergo an evolution of its own, with the same goal as a dolphin, to
reduce drag as much as possible, mainly for environmental causes in order to
reduce the energy spent. A part of this evolution is to understand how the flow
goes from being laminar to becoming turbulent, and the present work aims to
contribute to this understanding.

One example of such engineering development is the drive to design laminar
wings for commercial aircraft in order to reduce the overall drag on aeroplanes.
Although it may not be possible to have a laminar boundary layer along the
full chord of the wing, engineering goals are to prolong the laminar region
as much as possible and keep the boundary layer attached to the wing. The
instabilities over the surface of an aeroplane wing, where the flow has just

1



2 1. INTRODUCTION

started to transition to turbulence, have similarities to the instabilities over a
rotating disk. This is because modern wings have a sweep angle around 30
degrees, which gives a highly three-dimensional boundary layer due to a cross-
flow component that is also found over the disk. This component makes both
boundary layers susceptible to the cross-flow instability, and usually determines
the transition position on the wing. It originates from small roughnesses on
the surface of the wing or disk, and takes the form of co-rotating vortices
that are aligned with the flow direction. Additionally, the boundary layer
over the wing is susceptible to the Tollmien-Schlichting wave instability usually
studied through flat-plate experiments, e.g. Klingmann et al. (1993). This
study is however about the incompressible fluid flow due to a rotating disk. It is
partly motivated by the need for a deeper understanding of transition of three-
dimensional boundary layers, leading to better engineering prediction models,
but also to shed light on some unanswered and/or debated issues regarding the
instability and transition of the boundary layer on rotating disks.

The disk rotates in still fluid, such as air or water, creating a thin boundary
layer on the surface where the flow is directly affected by the rotation of the
disk. The flow both rotates with the disk and is pushed outwards through a
radial force which accelerates the flow, and in turn fluid is drawn towards the
surface. If the disk is small and rotates slowly, the flow is smooth and pre-
dictable over the whole disk. For this laminar flow, there is an exact similarity
solution for the infinite-radius disk describing the motion in the radial, az-
imuthal and vertical direction (von Kármán 1921). The boundary-layer height
is then constant, approximately 1.7 mm in air for a rotation rate of 1400 ro-
tations per minute (rpm). In nondimensional units, when nondimensionalizing
by the lengthscale L∗ = (ν/Ω∗)1/2 where ν is the kinematic viscosity of the
fluid and Ω∗ is the rotation rate, this height corresponds to z = 5.4. However,
for a disk of about 0.5 m in diameter and a rotation rate as high as 1400 rpm,
the flow will undergo transition to turbulence outwards in the radial direction
since the velocity magnitude is proportional to the radial position, r∗. The
condition of the flow can be described by the Reynolds number, R, which is a
dimensionless parameter created by taking the ratio of inertial forces to viscous
forces,

R =
r∗Ω∗L∗

ν
=

r∗

L∗ . (1.1)

Since the viscous forces are (in general) stabilizing, the flow is more likely to be
unstable for higher Reynolds numbers. During the transition to turbulence the
laminar similarity solution no longer applies and the boundary layer grows. If
the surface of the disk is very smooth, i.e. a ‘clean’ rotating-disk boundary layer,
the flow becomes fully turbulent at R = 650 (Imayama et al. 2012) translated
to a radius of 20.8 cm. The turbulent boundary layer continues to grow with
radius and at r∗ = 22.4 cm (R = 700) the thickness has increased from its
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Figure 1.1. Visualization of the flow over a rotating disk using
China-clay by Gregory et al. (1955). The disk speed is 3200 rpm
and it spins in the anti-clockwise direction. The radius of the
disk is 15.2 cm.

laminar thickness of 1.7 mm to approximately 1 cm (z = 32.2) (Imayama et al.
2014).

Since the time von Kármán published his paper on the exact similarity
solution for the boundary layer over a rotating disk in 1921, this flow has been
studied as a prototype for three-dimensional boundary layers. The rotating-
disk flow is more complicated than two-dimensional boundary layers, but sim-
pler than other three-dimensional flows because it can be described neatly by
the Navier–Stokes equations in cylindrical coordinates, and lack additional pa-
rameters such as a sweep angle. It both allows for experimental reproducibility
and is a flow that exhibits an inviscid instability, commonly known as the
crossflow instability. Gregory et al. (1955) investigated this flow in relation to
the flow over a swept wing. Their paper is one of the first documented ex-
periments of this boundary layer showing the crossflow instability arising from
an inflectional velocity profile both in the rotating-disk boundary layer and in
the swept-wing boundary layer. Hence, to understand flow instabilities the disk
gives a platform for other flow cases. This can further help evolving engineering
solutions to e.g. delay transition and thereby reduce the drag of an aeroplane
wing. Figure 4 by Gregory et al. (1955) is shown here as figure 1.1 where a
disk spins anti-clockwise and the crossflow instability is shown as stripes in the
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outer black region. These stripes are waves growing into vortical structures in
the radial direction. Further outwards a sharp front is encountered where the
flow turns turbulent.

Experimental methods are very efficient to help us understand our envi-
ronment. Another approach is to describe the flow by equations and simplify
them to find a theoretical solution of the flow structure. However, to go back
and describe the physics of the actual flow from the theoretical solution can
sometimes be tricky. A third approach is to solve the equations directly by nu-
merical methods, i.e. discretizing the flow field and step it forward in time. To
do this accurately, even for a small-scale flow, usually large computations are
needed, although it is possible to approximate the smallest scales such that the
computational power focuses on the larger scale motions. This is called large-
eddy simulations (LES) and have been made for the turbulent rotating-disk
boundary layer by Wu & Squires (2000). Herein, the focus will, however, be on
direct numerical simulations (DNS) where all scales are resolved. Simulations
have some advantages over experiments since it is possible to change param-
eters in a more elaborate way, and data can be obtained from the flow field
without any complex and/or invasive measuring techniques. However, in order
to perform simulations, a stable and efficient numerical setup is needed that is
sufficiently accurate such that the simulations replicate the actual physics as
found in nature. In particular, simulations give the possibility to isolate the dy-
namics, e.g. in this case to eliminate the stationary crossflow vortices, which are
always present in rotating-disk experiments where they are unavoidably forced
due to small roughnesses on the disk surface. Davies & Carpenter (2001, 2003)
worked from the full equations, without making the usual simplifications, first
simulating a local linear, followed by a global linear boundary layer (the local
and global framework is further described in Chapter 4). They concluded that
the local approximative behaviour determined from a theoretical analysis could
not be translated to the global framework. In such a way DNS builds a bridge
between theory and experiments. Published simulations of the rotating-disk
flow are however scarce.

Research on the rotating disk is fundamental to improve our overall knowl-
edge on instabilities and in a similar manner research on, for example, the flow
over a rotating cone is important and has already started (Garrett & Peake
2007). Both of these shapes are also found in technical applications, and the
research of the disk flow additionally has relevance for chemical vapour depo-
sition (CVD) (Hussain et al. 2011) and computer storage devices (Oh et al.
2012). Also, rotating disks are part of the rotor-stator flows (Serre et al. 2004),
which typically are found between rotating compressors and turbine disks.

The research path for the rotating-disk boundary-layer flow will further be
described in the following chapters. Chapter 2 presents the rotating flow family
of which this ‘von Kármán flow’ is part. Chapter 3 presents the simulation code
Nek5000 used for the research presented herein. In Chapter 4, research prior
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Figure 1.2. DNS data showing the azimuthal velocity normal-
ized by the (local) disk speed (rΩ) in the laboratory reference
frame.

to today is presented together with concepts that can be considered to be
established. Next, in Chapter 5, the papers in Part II are summarized with
conclusions building upon the research presented in Chapter 4. In Chapter 6,
these conclusions are discussed and a possible transition scenario is put forward,
together with an outlook for further research. One possible transition scenario
from DNS corresponding to the experimental flow is visualized here in figure 1.2;
this is described further in Paper 5 (case A5).





CHAPTER 2

BEK family of flows

The rotating-disk boundary-layer flow is also called the von Kármán rotating-
disk flow. It belongs to a family of rotating flows, which following Lingwood
(1997), has been called the BEK boundary layers where BEK stands for Böde-
wadt, Ekman and von Kármán. These flows are all three-dimensional and
involve a disk spinning with rotation rate Ω∗

D and a fluid above the disk spin-
ning with a rotation rate Ω∗

F . The names are given according to the people
who studied these flows: Bödewadt (1940) studied the flow over an infinite
stationary plane, Ω∗

D = 0, where fluid rotated with a uniform angular velocity
at an infinite distance above the plane, Ω∗

F �= 0; Ekman (1905) studied the
influence of the Earth’s rotation on ocean-currents, which can be reformulated
into a study of the flow over a rotating disk when the fluid velocity at infin-
ity approaches the same rotation rate as the disk itself, Ω∗

D ≈ Ω∗
F , and von

Kármán (1921) studied the flow over a rotating disk, Ω∗
D �= 0, when the fluid

at infinity is not rotating, Ω∗
F = 0. The equations governing the BEK flows are

the incompressible Navier–Stokes and the continuity equations in cylindrical
coordinates (r, θ, z), which in the rotating reference frame become

∂U∗

∂t∗
+ (U∗ ·∇)U∗ = −1

ρ
∇P ∗ + ν∇2U∗ −Ω∗ × (Ω∗ × r∗)− 2Ω∗ ×U∗ (2.1)

∇ ·U∗ = 0. (2.2)

Here U∗ = (U∗, V ∗,W ∗) is the total velocity vector, t∗ is time, P ∗ is the
pressure, r∗ = (r∗, θ, z∗) is the position vector in space, Ω∗ = Ω∗ez is the
constant angular velocity vector (er, eθ and ez are used as unit vectors), ν
is the dimensional kinematic viscosity and ρ is the dimensional density. The
asterisk, where used, refers to dimensional units. These BEK boundary layers
all have an exact solution of the Navier–Stokes equations for the mean flow.
The differences between these flow are most easily described by the Rossby
number (Ro) given by the ratio between the inertial term ((U∗ · ∇)U∗) and
the Coriolis term (−2Ω∗ ×U∗) in equation (2.1) defined as

Ro =
U

Ω∗
DL

(2.3)

where U and L are (only here) the characteristic velocity and advective length-
scale, respectively. Lingwood (1997) gives a formula to determine Ro for the

7



8 2. BEK FAMILY OF FLOWS

BEK boundary layers

Ro =
Ω∗

F − Ω∗
D

Ω∗ =
ΔΩ∗

Ω∗ where Ω∗ =
Ω∗

F

2−Ro
+

Ω∗
D

2 +Ro
(2.4)

is the rotation rate of the system giving Ro = 1, 0 and−1 for the BEK boundary
layers, respectively.

The solutions are found by first expanding the cylindrical Navier–Stokes
equations and the continuity equation, (2.1) and (2.2), to

∂U∗

∂t∗
+ (U∗ ·∇)U∗ − V ∗2

r∗
− 2Ω∗V ∗ − Ω∗2r∗

= −1

ρ

∂P ∗

∂r∗
+ ν

�
∇2U∗ − U∗

r∗2
− 2

r∗2
∂V ∗

∂θ

�
,

(2.5)

∂V ∗

∂t∗
+ (U∗ ·∇)V ∗ +

U∗V ∗

r∗
+ 2Ω∗U∗

= − 1

r∗ρ
∂P ∗

∂θ
+ ν

�
∇2V ∗ +

2

r∗2
∂U∗

∂θ
− V ∗

r∗2

�

(2.6)

∂W ∗

∂t∗
+ (U∗ ·∇)W ∗ = −1

ρ

∂P ∗

∂z∗
+ ν∇2W ∗, (2.7)

and
∂U∗

∂r∗
+

U∗

r∗
+

1

r∗
∂V ∗

∂θ
+

∂W ∗

∂z∗
= 0. (2.8)

The reference frame of the equations is a rotating one where the centrifugal
force and the Coriolis force are included, respectively, −Ω∗ez×(Ω∗ez×r∗er) =
Ω∗2r∗er and −2Ω∗ez × U∗ = 2Ω∗V ∗er − 2Ω∗U∗eθ. In the derivation of the
similarity solution, the first step is to make the governing equations (2.5)–(2.8)
nondimensional. The dimensionless mean-flow variables used when going from
a dimensional to a nondimensional system are functions of z alone:

U(z) =
U∗

r∗Ω∗Ro
, V (z) =

V ∗

r∗Ω∗Ro
, (2.9)

W (z) =
W ∗

L∗Ω∗Ro
and P (z) =

P ∗

ρL∗2Ω∗2Ro2
, (2.10)

and for the vertical and radial direction

z =
z∗

L∗ , r =
r∗

L∗ ,

where L∗ = (ν/Ω∗)1/2. Note that by using equation (1.1) the nondimensional
radial position equals the Reynolds number; r = R. Making use of (2.9)–(2.10),
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Figure 2.1. The laminar velocity profiles for the BEK bound-
ary layers, Ro = 1, 0,−1, respectively.

Rcs Rc

B 27.4 21.6
E 116.3 198.0
K 290.1 507.3

Table 1. Critical Reynolds number for stationary instability
(Rcs) and absolute instability (Rc).

as well as assuming that all three boundary layers are stationary in time and
axisymmetric, gives

2U +W � = 0 (2.11)

Ro[U2 + U �W − (V 2 − 1)]− Co(V − 1)− U �� = 0 (2.12)

Ro(2UV +WV �) + CoU − V �� = 0 (2.13)

Ro(WW � + P �)−W �� = 0, (2.14)

where the prime denote a differentiation with respect to z and Co = 2Ω∗
D/Ω∗ =

2−Ro−Ro2 is a Coriolis parameter. Note that for the von Kármán system of
equations where Ro = −1 and Co = 2 the signs of the velocities are reversed,
see equations (2.9)–(2.10), i.e. this is only when Ro < 0. For the Bödewadt
system of equations: Ro = 1, Co = 0, and for the Ekman boundary layer:
Ro ≈ 0 (Ro → +0 used here) and Co = 2. Generalizing the equations in this
way leads to a boundary condition of V = 1 on top for all three boundary layers.
The similarity variables thus change the reference frame of the equations for the
Bödewadt flow such that they are solved in the laboratory frame of reference.
Equations (2.11)–(2.14) are solved using the boundary conditions for z = 0;
U = V = W = 0 and for z → ∞; U = 0, V = 1 via the MATLAB function
bvp4c. The three solutions are shown in figure 2.1. In (a) an increasing
inflectional profile is seen when the Rossby number is increased, this implies the
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Figure 2.2. The laminar velocity profiles of the similarity
solution for (a) the Bödewadt and (b) von Kármán boundary
layers in a global laboratory frame of reference. U is the radial
velocity component, V is the azimuthal velocity component and
the vertical greyscale lines indicate the amplitude of the wall-
normal velocity component W (white denotes zero velocity).
The solution is shown up to z = 8.

likelihood of an increasingly unstable behaviour. Data for the critical Reynolds
numbers are collected in table 1 where stationary and absolute instability are
further explained in Chapter 4. The solutions of the Bödewadt and von Kármán
boundary layers in the global laboratory frame are given in figure 2.2. The
Ekman boundary layer is shown by the Ekman spiral in figure 2.3.

Furthermore, an additional solution method using a Runge–Kutta fourth
order method with a Newton–Raphson searching method is found in Appen-
dix 1 of Paper 1. There, a more common coordinate system is used where the
signs of the velocities are reversed obtaining the following system of ordinary
differential equations

2U +W � = 0 (2.15)

U2 − (V + 1)2 + U �W − U �� = 0 (2.16)

2U(V + 1) + V �W − V �� = 0 (2.17)

P � +WW � −W �� = 0. (2.18)

These are equivalent to the equations first derived by von Kármán (1921). Also
giving the commonly used equations in a non-rotating frame for the Bödewadt
system where there are no Coriolis or centrifugal forces. However, a pressure
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Figure 2.3. The Ekman spiral with velocity components given
by (2.29).

gradient is instead incorporated:

2U +W � = 0 (2.19)

U2 − V 2 + 1 + U �W − U �� = 0 (2.20)

2UV + V �W − V �� = 0 (2.21)

P � −WW � +W �� = 0. (2.22)

The resulting solution for the Bödewadt system shown in figure 2.2(a) have a
boundary-layer flow directed towards the centre of the disk. This boundary
layer can be found for example in a stirred tea cup, where it is possible to
observe the tea leaves collecting in the centre at the bottom of the cup. This
motion was described by Einstein (1926) in the context of meandering rivers
(see also the review by Mart́ınez-Fŕıas et al. 2006). The Bödewadt boundary
layer is the most unstable of the BEK-rotating flows when it comes to both the
stationary instabilities and when it comes to the absolute instability (Lingwood
1997), as already shown in table 1. Also, since this flow is directed radially
inwards the critical Reynolds number for the absolute instability is lower than
that of the stationary instability.

The second most unstable boundary layer of the three is the Ekman bound-
ary layer, or spiral, which is shown in figure 2.3. The Ekman layer is strictly
parallel. This means that it has a single Reynolds number defining the flow
field if it has a constant geostrophic/freestream velocity. It should be noted
that the Ekman boundary layer has an analytical solution. From equations
(2.5)–(2.8) the Ekman equations are given by using Ro → +0 and Co = 2:

2U +W � = 0 (2.23)

−2V + 2 = U �� (2.24)

2U = V ��. (2.25)
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The equations show that the flow is assumed to be very weak in comparison
to the rotation of the system, leading to the convective term being very small
compared to the Coriolis term. Thus, balancing the pressure gradient, Coriolis
force and viscous forces, the analytical expression can be derived for U and
V from their momentum equations, respectively. The first step is to multiply
(2.24) by i =

√
−1 and adding it to (2.25) giving

∂2

∂z2
(V + iU) + 2i(V + iU) = 2i, (2.26)

where it is possible to replace 2, which comes from the Coriolis term, by −f
such that f = −2, which is a notation that can be related to the Coriolis force
in atmospheric science, see e.g. Holton (2004). The governing equations are
also slightly different from atmospheric science and the versions that Ekman
(1905) used since a constant eddy viscosity is replaced with a constant dynamic
viscosity for application to laminar flow. The general solution to equation (2.26)
is

(V + iU) = Ae(i−1)z +Be−(i−1)z + 1, (2.27)

where A and B are constants determined to be A = −1 and B = 0 for the
boundary conditions here, giving

(V + iU) = 1− e−z(cos z + i sin z), (2.28)

using the Euler formula eiθ = cos θ+i sin θ. With separated real and imaginary
parts

U = −e−z sin z and V = 1− e−z cos z (2.29)

are obtained. This is the solution visualized as a function of z in figure 2.3 as
the Ekman spiral. As seen, the velocity spirals with height, and the depth of
the Ekman layer is commonly taken as z = π. At this point the freestream
velocity is almost reached.

The simulations in this thesis were made for the von Kármán boundary
layer, however, it is possible, via the same setup, to investigate the Böde-
wadt and Ekman boundary layers. For further reading of simulations on the
Bödewadt and Ekman boundary layers (using other simulation methods than
Nek5000), the work by Thomas (2007) is suggested where mainly linear simula-
tions are conducted. Extensive work on the turbulent Ekman boundary layer,
primarily from an atmospheric view, has been done by e.g. Deusebio et al.
(2014).



CHAPTER 3

Simulation method

3.1. Introduction to Nek5000

The simulations of the rotating-disk flow have throughout this thesis been
conducted using Nek5000; a spectral-element code used for direct-numerical
simulations written in FORTRAN. It is actively developed at the Mathematics
and Computer Science Division of the Argonne National Laboratory by Fis-
cher et al. (2012). The main focus of the work has been to use this existing
simulator and focus on the physics of the flow, however during the process it is
unavoidable to study the numerics and add additional subroutines. An intro-
duction to Nek5000 can be found online (Fischer et al. 2012). The main idea
of the code is to solve the incompressible Navier–Stokes equations accurately
for large-scale problems. These equations in their non-dimensional form read

∂Ux

∂t
+Ux ·∇Ux = −∇P +

1

Re
∇2Ux + fx (3.1)

together with the continuity equation

∇ ·Ux = 0, (3.2)

where Re denotes the simulation Reynolds number, Ux = (Ux, Uy,W ) are
the velocities in Cartesian coordinates, P is the pressure and fx is a forcing
term used in connection with initial disturbances, fictional forces (if included)
or sponge regions used together with the radial boundary conditions. The
spectral-element method itself was introduced by Patera (1984) and combines
the geometrical flexibility of finite-element methods with the accuracy of spec-
tral methods. Figure 3.1 shows examples of meshes from each method. The
spectral-elements mesh design simplifies for elements to be assigned to different
processors, such that Nek5000 can run parallel computations, which is why the
code is specifically adapted for large-scale problems.

The spatial discretization used inside an element is most commonly the PN -
PN−2 method (Maday & Patera 1989) where the pressure is only defined on
Gauss-Lobatto (GL) points in contrast to the velocity fields which are defined
on Gauss-Lobatto-Legendre (GLL) points. The reason for this is to remove
spurious pressure modes. The specific distributions of points are important
such that the nodal basis functions obtain spectral accuracy, i.e. to minimize
the spatial error. These functions are Legendre polynomials. The PN -PN

13
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.1. (a) A finite-element mesh. (b) A spectral mesh.
(c) A spectral-element mesh.

method also exists where both the velocity and pressure are using GLL nodal
basis functions.

The temporal discretization scheme is based upon operator splitting, where
the nonlinear convective terms are treated explicitly via an extrapolation scheme
(EXT), and the viscous and divergence operators are treated implicitly. The
implicit scheme is based on the backward differential formula (BDF). Equation
(15) in Karniadakis et al. (1991) corresponds to the operative schemes where
in Nek5000 time integration orders of k = 1 − 3 are possible. The exact tem-
poral schemes used for the simulations are summarized in table 1, and their
equations are given in Appendix 1. For k = 1 the additional Adams–Bashforth
(AB) scheme is used. The corresponding coefficients in the code (vectors bd
and ab) are used to weigh timesteps, where three previous timesteps are used
to calculate the next. In this thesis k = 2 is used for the linear simulations due
to a larger stability region than k = 3 (Karniadakis et al. 1991), which is used
for the nonlinear simulations. When starting a new simulation BDF1/AB1 and
BDF2/AB2 are used for the first and second timestep.

k time integration schemes bd coefficients ab coefficients
- BDF1/AB1 [1 1 0 0] [1 0 0]
- BDF2/AB2 [3/2 2 -1/2 0] [3/2 -1/2 0]
1 BDF1/AB3 [1 1 0 0] [23/12 -4/3 5/12]
2 BDF2/EXT2a [3/2 2 -1/2 0] [8/3 -7/3 2/3]
3 BDF3/EXT3 [11/6 3 -3/2 1/3] [3 -3 1]

Table 1. Time integration schemes of Nek5000 with its coef-
ficients.
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3.2. Adjustments for rotating-disk simulations

A first step was to prepare a DNS environment in Nek5000 to simulate the
laminar solution of the von Kármán rotating-disk boundary-layer flow. The
simulations were set up such that the time-scale (t) within Nek5000 corresponds
to the number of radians through which the disk has rotated. The number of full
rotations is then measured by T = t/(2π). The simulation Reynolds number
was set to one, meaning that the viscous length scale is used throughout such
that R = r. Also a conversion between cylindrical and Cartesian coordinates
needs to takes place. This conversion is using a transformation matrix

Q =




cos θ sin θ 0
− sin θ cos θ 0

0 0 1


 (3.3)

and can be applied to various orders of tensors. Transforming the velocity
vector from the Cartesian coordinates in Nek5000 the first order transformation
U = QUx is used. Further transforming a second order tensor, e.g. Reynolds
stress terms, the second order transformation UUT = QUxUx

TQT is used,
commonly known as ‘the Mohr transformation’. Four orders of transformations
using tensor notation are seen below

Ui = Qi,jUx|j
Ui,j = Qi,pQj,qUx|p,q

Ui,j,k = Qi,pQj,qQk,rUx|p,q,r
Ui,j,k,l = Qi,pQj,qQk,rQl,sUx|p,q,r,s

(3.4)

where the matrices are expanded from one row to the next, and these are mainly
used for the turbulent simulations for higher-order terms like skewness and
flatness. However, beginning by laminar flow simulations, they have previously
been discussed in Appelquist (2014) where e.g. various boundary conditions,
two different meshes, both the rotating and laboratory reference frames, and
also outputting data via an interpolation routine were investigated. In addition
to that work, elaborations with boundary conditions have been ongoing, and
in particular a convective boundary condition has been tested (Boström 2015).

Many of the Nek5000 boundary conditions are summarized in table 2 along
with their notation. In some cases the vector normal to the boundary is speci-
fied. The ‘O’ boundary condition corresponds to the natural condition in the
weak formulation of the Navier–Stokes equations, and is therefore a stress-free
condition. The ‘ON’ boundary condition, which is a mix of ‘v’ and ‘O’, has
been used at the top of the rotating-disk domain, and since Nek5000 normalizes
the pressure at this boundary it can further be simplified to ∂W/∂z = 0. For
the convective outflow condition, the outer radial boundary of the domain has
been used. Within the code, the boundary condition is then set to ‘v’, and
adding a calculation of the advection equation for every timestep to obtain the
value at the boundary. In the calculation, c (see table 2) is equal to the global
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notation formulation
Dirichlet v Ux = (Ux, Uy,W )

Stress-free condition O
n · (ν∇Ux − pI) = 0

er: ν∂U/∂r − p = 0, ∂V/∂r = 0,
∂W/∂r = 0

Freestream condition ON ez: Ux = Ux, Uy = Uy, ∂W/∂z = p/ν
Convective outflow v ∂Ux/∂t+ (c ·∇)Ux = 0
Symmetric SYM ez: ∂U/∂z = 0, ∂V/∂z = 0,W = 0
Periodic P ey: Ux = Ux, Uy = Uy, W = W
Cyclic (ifcyclic=true) P eθ: Ux = U , Uy = V , W = W

Table 2. Some of the boundary condition of Nek5000. I is
the identity matrix and n is a vector normal to the boundary
which is specified in some cases.

von Kármán solution and zero in the vertical due to the parallel boundary
layer, i.e. c = r(U, V, 0) where U and V is the local solution at r = 1. Testing
of boundary conditions also included the addition of a sponge region prior to
the radial outer edge, and changing the geometry to only simulating a finite
disk. Such simulations can mainly be read about in Paper 4. The experience
from those simulations gave an understanding of the most stable boundary
conditions, which were further used in Papers 5 and 6. For this boundary con-
dition the flow was globally linearly stable, and included a radial-edge of the
disk within the domain. At the edge, the surface boundary condition changed
in the radial direction from the rotating disk (‘v’) to an impermeable plane
(‘SYM’). The domain is thus mirrored in the vertical direction corresponding
to a simulation of an infinitely thin disk. Simulating the laminar flow across
this edge makes it form a perfectly symmetric jet shown in figure 3.2. For the
radial boundary of the simulation further downstream, a sponge region is used
to apply a volume force to the velocity field such that the solution relaxes to
zero in the azimuthal and vertical direction prior to the ‘O’ condition.

Figure 3.2. An initial laminar condition where the disk edge
is at r = 700 and the radial boundary of the simulation is
at r = 780. This condition was obtained at T = 0.25. The
azimuthal velocity is shown normalized by the local disk speed,
where red corresponds to one and blue to zero. The figure is
taken from Paper 4.



CHAPTER 4

Previous research

4.1. Laminar flow and concepts

The laminar von Kármán flow solution of the rotating-disk boundary layer has
already been derived in previous chapters, and the first time this similarity
solution was shown was in 1921 by von Kármán giving 95 years of research on
the topic. Papers published through these years have developed and applied
new concepts in relation to today’s research on the rotating disk, mainly con-
cerning instabilities in flows. Some of these concepts are; local and global flow;
convective and absolutely unstable flow; stationary and travelling waves, and;
primary and secondary instabilities. Also, analysing the flow in a linear or non-
linear manner is of importance. All of these concepts are specifically mentioned
and explained in this chapter since they are important concepts related to this
work.

To start with, the Reynolds number has been defined in various ways de-
pending on the length scale used. Through this thesis, the nondimensional
Reynolds number from equation (1.1) is used, and can be rewritten using the
similarity variables

R =
r∗Ω∗L∗

ν
= r∗

1

L∗2L
∗ =

r∗

L∗ = r, (4.1)

and equals the nondimensional radius. However, in previous experimental ar-
ticles a similar definition of the Reynolds number has also been used,

R� =
r∗Ω∗r∗

ν
=

r∗2

L∗2 = r2, (4.2)

equal to the square of the present Reynolds number.

This chapter follows the rotating-disk flow from a laminar state to turbulent
flow and ties the research done over the last century to this transition path. The
first two parts (4.2 and 4.3) focus on the primary instabilities in the flow field
as described by theory for the local flow. These include convective and absolute
instabilities. Next (4.4), the concepts are taken to the global flow where DNS
and experiments both contribute to our understanding, and where secondary
instabilities are also included. The turbulent flow is mentioned (4.5) and finally
research questions based on the content in this chapter will be formulated (4.6).

17
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4.2. Convective instability

A convective instability is characterized by a disturbance that grows as it is
convected away from its source. The flow at the disturbance location will
in time return to its undisturbed state if not continuously disturbed. For
the rotating-disk boundary layer, the crossflow instability, seen as stationary
vortices, i.e. fixed in the frame rotating with the disk, see figure 1.1, is an
example of a convective instability. Since this instability is continuously forced
by roughness elements fixed on the disk surface, the vortices stay in their
position. Within this section previous research and results from linear theory
will be discussed to understand the nature of the stationary vortices better.

The instability and transition of the rotating-disk flow have been investi-
gated since Theodorsen & Regier (1944), and Smith (1947) noticed fluctuations
from a stationary point above the rotating disk in experiments. Gregory et al.
(1955) suggested, based on their experiments, that roughnesses on the disk
surface fix the vortex pattern seen in figure 1.1. This was later confirmed by
the experiments of Wilkinson & Malik (1985) where the disturbances were seen
to originate from roughnesses, and then increased in amplitude as they propa-
gated in the azimuthal-radial direction as growing wave packets. Malik et al.
(1981) used linear stability theory to show that the critical Reynolds number
for the stationary vortices is 287, and the linear stability theory work by Mack
(1985) concluded that the pattern seen in experiments is the superposition of
the zero-frequency (i.e. stationary) azimuthal wavenumbers.

Additional linear theoretical work has been performed by Kobayashi et al.
(1980); Malik (1986); Faller (1991) and Hussain et al. (2011) among others.
In this thesis results of linear stability analysis are also given. Two different
methods have been used: a shooting method and a method using Chebyshev
polynomials. These procedures are documented in Paper 1. The shooting
method followed the work by Lingwood (1995b) whose work followed and ex-
tended the work of previous researchers as will be clear in the next section.
In linear theory for the rotating-disk flow, the incompressible Navier–Stokes
equations in cylindrical coordinates are simplified to create a solvable system
of equations. The variables are decomposed into a mean and a perturbation
quantity. The equations are then linearized with respect to the perturbation
quantities and a parallel-flow approximation is made. Since the similarity solu-
tion of the mean flow is parallel itself, i.e. the thickness of the boundary layer
does not change with r, the meaning of the parallel-flow approximation for
this boundary layer refers to neglecting the variation of the Reynolds number
with radius. This is in the mathematical approximation required to render the
governing equations separable. Having simplified the governing equations, the
interesting part is to see how the disturbances behave, and by introducing the
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Figure 4.1. Neutral curves for ω = 0, showing Type I and
Type II modes. The critical R is 286 and the corresponding
wavenumbers are α = 0.38 and β = 22.

normal-mode assumption

u = û(z,α,ω;β, R)ei(αr+βθ−ωt) (4.3)

v = v̂(z,α,ω;β, R)ei(αr+βθ−ωt) (4.4)

w = ŵ(z,α,ω;β, R)ei(αr+βθ−ωt) (4.5)

p = p̂(z,α,ω;β, R)ei(αr+βθ−ωt) (4.6)

assuming that the disturbance will behave as a wave, an eigenvalue problem is
created to be solved for either α or ω. Here the hat quantities are the spectral
representations of the perturbation fields (u, v, w and p), ω is the frequency
of the disturbance and α and β are the radial and azimuthal wavenumbers,
respectively.

To find the stationary crossflow vortices as observed in experiments, zero is
chosen as the temporal frequency (ω = 0). Note, however, that for ω �= 0 there
exist also unstable disturbances. Solving the derived equations using either
of the two methods described in Paper 1, neutral curves as seen in figure 4.1
are obtained. For each considered R the wavenumbers are eigenvalues of the
system satisfying the dispersion relation arising from the derived equations.
Malik et al. (1981) found weakly unstable propagating (Type II) modes with a
critical Reynolds number of 49. Experiments focusing on travelling modes are
e.g. Corke & Knasiak (1998); Corke & Matlis (2004). Lingwood (1995b) gives
further results from this ‘local’ theory with a non-zero (travelling) frequency,
and wavepackets were also studies both by visualizations techniques Wilkinson
et al. (1990) and hot-wire experiments Lingwood (1996); Othman & Corke
(2006). The aim of the last studies was to investigate the behaviour of the
absolute instability explained in the next section. Travelling modes were also
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Figure 4.2. Radial wavenumber α for disturbances of nor-
mal mode form for β = 32 and ω = 0. Three branches are
shown of which Type III is a stable upstream branch hitting
the imaginary axis slightly above r = 350. The non-parallel
PSE are compared to the parallel local theory for Type I and
II branches.

simulated in the DNS work by Davies & Carpenter (2001). Moving on to
explain figure 4.1, two branches of stationary modes are seen, referred to as
Type I and Type II. The Type I instability is of crossflow type and the resulting
critical value for ω = 0 is found to be R = 286 for β = 22. This can be
compared to the critical values R = 294 and 297 from the experiments of
Kobayashi et al. (1980) and theory by Malik et al. (1981), respectively. The
experiment by Gregory et al. (1955) found the strongest pattern for 30 waves
around the disk, however this was for a higher Reynolds number. There are
three unstable branches found referred to as Type I, II and III, which have
different characteristics: Type I is the inviscidly unstable mode or the crossflow
mode; Type II is due to the viscous mode; and Type III is an upstream stable
mode. Note that there are many other stable modes but Type III plays a role in
the stability of the flow at higher Reynolds numbers. Investigating the growth
rates of the various azimuthal wavenumbers, it is found that β = 32 has the
highest growth. This occurs for the Type I crossflow instability which is why it
is seen clearly in experiments. Figure 4.2 shows three branches with azimuthal
wavenumber 32 and ω = 0. The radial wavenumber (αr) and radial growth rate
(−αi) are shown as functions of R, and in particular figure 4.2(b) shows the
peak of the Type I instability. The Type II line is seen below zero, meaning
that these disturbances decay at this Reynolds number. Also the Type III
disturbance is decaying even though it is shown as positive −αi, this is due to
the negative group velocity creating an upstream mode. The same analysis for
β = 22 reveals a change of sign for αi at the critical R = 286.
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When using the parallel-flow approximation, a local analysis is said to be
done. To investigate this local effect Malik & Balakumar (1992) performed
a thorough study with the parabolised stability equations (PSE), and results
from PSE are also included figure 4.2. The results indicate that the local and
global approaches give similar results for both the Type I and II instability.
However, the PSE fails to give the third upstream branch which is naturally
neglected due to the parabolisation. The good agreement between the local
and global behaviour shown above is promising however the derived equations
were also limited to the linear region and as soon as nonlinear effects enter the
flow field they can change the dynamics significantly. Linear theory is therefore
compared to DNS and experiments for small amplitude disturbances occurring
at small r. Having an exceptionally smooth disk in experiments can, however,
minimize the growth of the convective instability and prolong the linear region,
as shown by Imayama (2014).

4.3. Absolute instability

An experimental observation which is specific to the rotating-disk boundary
layer is the seemingly sharp edge that separates laminar from turbulent flow.
Conversely, in flat-plate boundary layers (be it two or three-dimensional) the
transition boundary is much more irregular, very much in agreement with the
idea of a convective instability, see e.g. Dagenhart & Saric (1999). Following
this observation, Lingwood (1995a) conducted the first spatio-temporal stabil-
ity analysis looking for an absolute instability, a concept introduced by Briggs
(1964) in the field of plasma physics. A local absolute instability was found
to be present above R = 5071 and this was the first example of an absolutely
unstable boundary-layer flow. A general definition of the absolute instability
can be found in Schmid & Henningson (2001) and here figure 4.3 shows the
concept of the instability compared to a convective instability. Figure 4.3(a)
is stable, i.e. no disturbance is growing, (b) is convectively unstable, i.e. there
is a growing disturbance travelling away from the source, and (c) shows abso-
lutely unstable behaviour, where the disturbance grows within the domain for
all times. Adapting the definition to the rotating-disk boundary-layer flow, the
disturbance is assumed to have a shape in the vertical component as defined
by equation (4.5). The arising dispersion relation can be expressed as

D
�
− i

∂

∂r
, i

∂

∂t
;−i

∂

∂θ
, R

�
w(r, t) = 0 ⇐⇒ D(α,ω;β, R) = 0, (4.7)

where the normal-mode form replaces the derivatives within the system. Again,
only certain α and ω fulfil this relation just as for the convective instability.
However to investigate if the system holds an absolute instability it has to be
impulsively disturbed. From the impulse response it is possible to see if the

1This number was first found to be 510 by Lingwood (1995a), however is later updated in

Lingwood (1997) to 507.
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Figure 4.3. The behaviour of a linear impulse response to
distinguish between convective and absolute instability, mim-
icking figure 1.1 in Lingwood (1995b). The time, t is shown as
a function of r where rs is the location of the impulse at t = 0.
The trailing and front edges are shown as rays. The behaviours
shown are (a) stable, (b) convectively unstable, (c) absolutely
unstable.

disturbance grows in time at fixed locations, which implies absolute instabil-
ity. In order to impulsively disturb the system, Kronecker delta functions are
used δ(r)δ(t) and the response to this linear impulse is described by a Green’s
function G(r, t)

D(α,ω;β, R)G(r, t) = δ(r)δ(t) (4.8)

where the response of an absolute instability is already shown in figure 4.3(c).
The resulting neutral curve for the absolute instability is shown in figure 4.4(a)
where the critical value is R = 507 corresponding to Lingwood (1997). The
absolute instability consists of the convectively unstable modes of Type I and
Type III coalescing (at a pinch point of zero group velocity) for ωi > 0 in
the inner region of this curve. Examples of two such modes are shown in
figure 4.4(b) where an upstream Type III mode meets a downstream Type I
mode and create an absolute instability.

The above analysis for an absolute instability uses the parallel-flow ap-
proximation in line with the convective instability, meaning that the behaviour
is local. When simulating the linear local behaviour by linear DNS Davies &
Carpenter (2003) found the same absolute instability with the same critical
Reynolds number as Lingwood (1997). However, the continuation of these sim-
ulations, for the global (non-parallel) linear behaviour, did not show absolutely
unstable behaviour and their conclusion was that the rotating-disk flow is lin-
early locally unstable but linearly globally stable. Davies et al. (2007) managed
to mimic the stable behaviour of the disk boundary layer through a linearized
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Figure 4.4. (a) Neutral curve for the absolutely unstable re-
gion, where α and ω vary along the neutral curve. (b) An up-
stream Type III mode (α−) meets a downstream Type I mode
(α+) and create an absolute instability. The thick black line
in (b) follows the thick black line in (a) within the unstable
region. The dashed line in (a) shows the coalescence of the two
modes in the stable region.

Ginzburg–Landau model if the temporal frequency varied linearly with radius.
This ‘detuning’ effect created a spatial variation in the temporal growth rate
and thus stabilized the flow. Healey (2010) also used a linearized Ginzburg–
Landau model to investigate the boundary layer over a rotating disk and found
the same global stable behaviour. However, this was shown to be the behaviour
of an infinite disk. When a finite disk was used, and the disk edge was suf-
ficiently close to the absolutely unstable region, the global behaviour became
absolutely unstable (Healey 2010). The differences brought about by including
a finite radius are discussed further in Paper 3.

4.4. Nonlinear instability

Moving on from the linear concept, theoretical work by Pier & Huerre (2001)
and Pier (2003, 2007) has extended the analysis to the nonlinear regime, dis-
cussing the nonlinear stability behaviour of the flow over a rotating disk and
routes to turbulence. This step brings the analysis closer to the real experi-
mental boundary layer which is global and becomes nonlinear. These studies
predict a (subcritical) nonlinear ‘elephant’ global mode characterized by a sta-
tionary front located at the critical Reynolds number from the local linear
theory (R = 507). The prediction is based on the previous theoretical work
on steep nonlinear global modes where Pier et al. (1998) showed that a fre-
quency selection takes place at a position where an upstream (–) linear branch
is linked to a downstream (+) nonlinear branch. An example of an upstream
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linear branch is already given in figure 4.4(b). The position can act as a fre-
quency generator for the entire flow and separates the convectively unstable
region from the absolutely unstable region. In line with this, the conclusion
of Pier & Huerre (2001) was that a nonlinear global instability takes place
as soon as a local absolute instability arises at some point in the flow, which
gives the critical position of 507 for the rotating-disk boundary-layer flow. Two
kinds of such nonlinear elephant modes have been described in the literature,
pulled and pushed elephant modes, see Chomaz (2004). The pulled front is
described above giving a nonlinear elephant global mode that is governed by
local linear properties. The front propagation speed is thus determined by the
linear global mode. It is itself absolutely unstable to secondary instabilities
and this has been found in the DNS by Viaud et al. (2008, 2011) in an open
rotating cavity. They found that their flow was linearly globally stable and
nonlinearly globally unstable, leading to a subcritical global instability. This
also contributes to the belief that there might be such a subcritical global in-
stability in the boundary-layer of the rotating disk. For the rotating cavity, a
direct transition to turbulence was then given through an elephant-mode cas-
cade where an absolute secondary instability gives rise to a secondary elephant
mode. The second type of nonlinear elephant global mode, the pushed front,
has a propagation speed determined by the nonlinear behaviour downstream.
For either type of elephant mode there is a clear separation between the linear
and nonlinear regions.

The nonlinear theory above is mainly concerned with the primary in-
stabilities. The assumption when investigating these instabilities is that the
disturbance-free flow is the von Kármán flow. However many visualization
studies show secondary instabilities on top of the primary instabilities (Clark-
son et al. 1980; Kobayashi et al. 1980; Kohama 1984; Faller 1991). These are
shown as a striped oblique pattern on the crossflow vortices as in figure 4.5 by
Kobayashi et al. (1980). Even though transition by an elephant-mode cascade
can explain the sharp transition to turbulence, which is also seen in figure 1.1,
it is unclear whether these patterns would arise due to such a steep front. A
complete understanding of the experimental flow should therefore include an
analysis of the secondary instabilities. To do this, the mean flow includes the
primary instabilities, and arguably the most interesting case to study is that
of instabilities arising on the stationary vortices, which is exactly the scenario
observed in experiments.

Research on the theory of the secondary instabilities for the rotating-disk
boundary-layer flow has been undertaken by Balachandar et al. (1992) and
Pier (2007). Balachandar et al. (1992) found that the primary vortex ampli-
tude should be larger than 9% of the mean flow for the secondary disturbances
to grow significantly. For these amplitudes the stationary vortices have sat-
urated, meaning they are in the nonlinear region. They also found that a
higher amplitude of the primary vortex should give a higher secondary growth,
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Figure 4.5. Crossflow vortices with secondary instabilities
on top. The visualization is from a smoke experiment by
Kobayashi et al. (1980).

and that there is an effect of the Reynolds number, e.g. that the growth rate
increases with the Reynolds number. Pier (2007) used a local approach for
his primary stability analysis and for that the absolute instability was set at
R = 507. When harmonic forcing was applied, the primary absolute instability
was suppressed and primary nonlinear waves were generated. The main objec-
tive by Pier (2007) was the nature of the secondary instability on top of the
nonlinear waves and the possibility that a secondary absolute instability could
develop leading to transition.

According to the hypothesis presented, there are two parameters playing
a role in the flow field: the saturation location for primary nonlinear waves;
and the onset of the secondary absolute instability. Figure 4.6 is used to illus-
trate this where two different amplitude disturbances with the same temporal
frequency and azimuthal wavenumber are shown. The illustration is inspired
by figure 3(b) in the work by Pier (2007). Also the global instability limit is
included. Both secondary disturbances grow linearly at first and then satu-
rate, here illustrated by reaching a certain level of amplitude. If the saturation
location is at lower R than the onset of secondary instability (high amplitude
forcing), the flow will reach a disordered state at the onset location A○. If
the saturation location is at higher R than the onset (low amplitude forcing),
the flow will reach a disordered state immediately when it saturates B○. A
hypothesis based on an absolutely unstable secondary instability could explain
the sharp transition location for the disk flow – see Paper 5.

4.5. Turbulent flow

Also the turbulent boundary-layer flow over a rotating disk is adressed in this
thesis. There are only a few studies that go beyond the fundamentals of the
turbulent rotating-disk flow. Experimental research has been done by Cham &
Head (1969); Erian & Tong (1971); Littell & Eaton (1994); Itoh & Hasegawa
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Figure 4.6. An illustration of the flow behaviour adapted
from the theory of Pier (2007). Two different amplitudes of sec-
ondary disturbances consisting of the same temporal frequency
and azimuthal wavenumber are seen to grow linearly at first
until the saturate/reach the same level of amplitude, followed
by a disordered state. Adapted from Paper 5.

(1994) and Imayama et al. (2014), and a numerical study with a large eddy
simulation has been done by Wu & Squires (2000).

The method used within this thesis can obtain quantitative statistical data
for the turbulent boundary layer suitable for additional research – see Paper 6.

4.6. Research questions

To this point, the transition process has not been fully understood and the
above mentioned research areas are further investigated in this thesis. Specifi-
cally DNSs have been made and analysed to investigate:

• the global linear instability following the work by Davies & Carpenter
(2003) and Healey (2010) mainly investigating the behaviour over a
finite disk;

• the nonlinear global behaviour following the work by Pier (2001; 2003).
This is predicted to show an elephant-mode cascade just as for the
rotating cavity (Viaud et al. 2008, 2011);

• the nature and shape of the secondary instability building on the theo-
retical work by Balachandar et al. (1992) and Pier (2007);

• turbulent flow for the comparison with the experimental work by Imayama
et al. (2014).



CHAPTER 5

Summary of papers

A general overview and results from previous research have been provided in the
previous chapters. Part II of this thesis gives detailed results and discussions
collected in a number of papers. This chapter gives a summary of each paper
and how each contributes to the understanding of the rotating-disk boundary
layer.

Paper 1. E. APPELQUIST & S. IMAYAMA, 2014, Revisiting the stability
analysis of the flow over a rotating disk. Technical Report

Two different ways of solving the perturbation equations derived from the
incompressible cylindrical Navier–Stokes equations are followed, a shooting
method and a method using Chebyshev polynomials. The shooting method
uses equations of transformed variables and solves for one solution of the dis-
persion relation at a time, whereas the Chebyshev code solves for the all tem-
poral solutions of the dispersion relation at once. The results from the two
approaches correspond well. The main objective of this paper is to describe
the two numerical codes, which can be used as tools in further studies of the
rotating-disk boundary-layer flow. This is the second edition of the paper ap-
pearing in Appelquist (2014).

Paper 2. E. APPELQUIST, S. IMAYAMA, P. H. ALFREDSSON, P. SCHLAT-
TER & R. J. LINGWOOD, 2016, Linear disturbances in the rotating-disk flow:
a comparison between results from simulations, experiments and theory. Eu-
ropean Journal of Mechanics - B/Fluids, 55, pp. 170-181

In this paper, DNS were performed to investigate the linear stability be-
haviour of the flow over a rotating disk due to roughness elements. The sim-
ulations contained one, four or 32 roughness elements, with the addition of
simulations with randomly placed elements. These simulations were compared
to experimental work where a clean disk was used in one case, and 32 rough-
ness elements were placed on a disk for the other case. This was to reinforce
excitation of this azimuthal wavenumber. Additionally a comparison to local
linear theory completed the work. For all three approaches (simulations, the-
ory and experiments) the numbers of vortices appearing on the disk surface

27
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Figure 5.1. Comparison between local theory (ω = 0), DNS
and experiments. (a) The growth rate obtained by tracing the
vortex peaks in the DNS and experiments. (b) The wave angle
of the vortex in degrees. The thick solid line indicate the the
neutral curve. The figures are taken from Paper 2.

and the growth rates of these vortices showed excellent agreement. The most
interesting aspect is that one wavenumber (32) can be isolated in all three
cases and compared. Results from such a comparison are seen in figure 5.1. In
(a) growth-rate data of the vortices are shown to follow the theoretical curve
(−αi) for β = 32. In (b) the wave angle ε is shown on the ordinate for all
three approaches. It can be concluded that when a homogenous field of 32
vortices is produced either in experiments or in simulations, the local theory
predicts the global behaviour well. Additionally local theory verifies the DNS.
The connection between local linear theory and experiments has been shown
before (e.g. Malik et al. 1981; Wilkinson & Malik 1985) as has the effect of
bringing local theory to the global scale (Malik & Balakumar 1992) however it
has not previously been shown as clearly as in this paper.

Paper 3. E. APPELQUIST, P. SCHLATTER, P. H. ALFREDSSON & R. J.
LINGWOOD, 2014, Global linear instability and the radial boundary of the
rotating-disk flow. J. Fluid Mech., 765, pp. 612-631

The first contribution to one of the research points from Chapter 4.6 is
reported in this paper. Here the global linear behaviour in the rotating-disk
boundary layer due to an impulse is examined in detail through linear DNS.
Simulations are performed in domains of a 68th of an annulus where the disk
is assumed to be of finite radius. This azimuthal wavenumber (β = 68) has
a critical value of R = 507 based on local theory as shown in figure 4.4(a).
This paper thus addresses the question, that is whether a linear global insta-
bility can be found in the boundary layer of a finite rotating disk. Within
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Figure 5.2. Isosurfaces showing the azimuthal velocity nor-
malized by the local disk speed (V/rΩ). Adapted from Paper 4.

the simulations, inward-travelling disturbances from the outer radial boundary
are included showing the same behaviour as Healey (2010) found for the linear
Ginzburg–Landau equations, a globally unstable behaviour. A single dominant
global mode is found, and the shape and frequency are imposed by the condi-
tions found at the radial edge of the domain, which can be linked back to local
theory. The critical Reynolds number for the global linear instability is here
found to be approximately 594, which is significantly higher than 507.

Paper 4. E. APPELQUIST, P. SCHLATTER, P. H. ALFREDSSON & R. J.
LINGWOOD, 2016, On the global nonlinear instability of the rotating-disk
flow over a finite domain. J. Fluid Mech., 803, pp. 332-355

This work continues the simulations of Paper 3 and extends them further
into the nonlinear region. Three radial boundary conditions are used for the
finite disk where one of them simulates an edge found in real experiments, see
figure 5.2, where also the resulting flow field is visualized. The configurations
include both cases that are linearly globally stable and unstable. All cases re-
sults in nonlinear global instability asymptotically approaching Reynolds num-
ber 583. At this critical position a pulled elephant mode is established. It
is also found that the downstream turbulence triggers the frequency for the
absolute instability mode found from linear theory at the critical position.

Paper 5. E. APPELQUIST, P. SCHLATTER, P. H. ALFREDSSON & R. J.
LINGWOOD, 2016, Transition to turbulence in the rotating-disk boundary-
layer flow with stationary vortices. To be submitted.

Secondary instabilities have been examined in this paper to understand
the experimental transition scenarios where transition always appears prior to
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Figure 5.3. Isosurfaces showing the radial velocity normalized
by the local disk speed (U/rΩ).

the critical position of the nonlinear global instability. The results, obtained
through DNS, build upon the theory by Pier (2007) where a secondary global
instability is found. Here, the simulation flow field is modulated by stationary
vortices of varying amplitude, which result in different behaviour if they satu-
rate before or after the critical position of the global secondary instability. For
vortices saturating before the critical position nonlinear waves are generated,
and these become turbulent just when passing the critical position independent
of the initial amplitude of the stationary disturbance. For vortices saturating
after the critical position, the flow turns turbulent immediately where they
saturate. An example of the first case is shown in figure 5.3 for contours of the
radial velocity normalized by the local disk velocity (rΩ). Rolls corresponding
to the primary instability are seen and the secondary instability is seen as a
striped pattern on top of the primary vortices.

Paper 6. E. APPELQUIST, P. SCHLATTER, P. H. ALFREDSSON & R. J.
LINGWOOD, 2017, Turbulence in the rotating-disk boundary layer investi-
gated through direct numerical simulations. To be submitted.

The turbulent boundary layer over a rotating disk is investigated and com-
pared with previous experimental results by Imayama et al. (2014), and also
includes the additional comparison they do to a two-dimensional turbulent
boundary layer (2DTBL) over a flat plate. Large-scale DNS are made for Rey-
nolds numbers up to 700. The simulations complement the results by Imayama
et al. (2014) by adding to the knowledge in the near-wall region. In addition
a three-dimensional flow field is available from the simulations. All velocity
components give results such as the local flow angle, Reynolds stresses and all
terms in the turbulent kinetic energy equation.



CHAPTER 6

Conclusions

In Chapter 4 a résumé was given of research prior to this project ending with
open research questions. In Chapter 5 the papers in the present thesis were all
summarized investigating many of these questions. In this chapter a conclusion
will be given based on the work covered in this thesis and directions for future
research will also be suggested.

6.1. Transition scenarios

The main progress made through this research is better understanding of the
transition to turbulence in the boundary-layer flow of an infinite rotating-disk as
can be seen in table 1. Primary and secondary instability research are separated
into two columns where the baseflow is either the ‘von Kármán rotating-disk
flow’ or the ‘von Kármán flow with harmonic forcing’. The research of the
various authors has already been discussed in Chapter 4 however the additional
work from this thesis is added to the timeline. The convective instabilities were

Primary instabilities Secondary instabilities

Authors/Baseflow
von Kármán von Kármán disk flow
disk flow with harmonic forcing

Theodorsen & Regier (1944)
Convectively

unstable

Balachandar et al. (1992)
Secondary convectively

unstable

Lingwood (1995a)
Linearly absolutely

unstable

Davies & Carpenter (2003)
Linearly globally

stable

Pier (2007)
Secondary absolutely

unstable

Appelquist et al. (2016)
Nonlinearly globally

unstable

Appelquist et al. (2017)
Secondary globally

unstable

Table 1. Summary of key research results for primary and
secondary instabilities for the von Kármán disk flow.

31
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first mentioned by Theodorsen & Regier (1944) who found a clear frequency
in the transition region in their experiments. Until the research of Lingwood
(1995a) the rotating-disk flow was assumed to be convectively unstable for
all R but was then shown to be linearly (locally) absolutely unstable. After
Lingwood (1995a), the discovery that the flow was linearly globally stable
(Davies & Carpenter 2003) triggered further research and in this thesis Paper 3
(Appelquist et al. 2015) shows that the flow is linearly globally unstable in a
finite domain (with large enough R). The following work in Paper 4 (Appelquist
et al. 2016) shows that the flow can be nonlinearly globally unstable even if it is
linearly globally stable. This is demonstrated by using finite domains leading to
different linear stability behaviours. The route to turbulence is finally mapped
out via the nonlinear global instability.
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Figure 6.1. Snapshots of the azimuthal velocity normalized
by the disk speed at the final time for case NL03 from Paper 4.
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Figure 6.1, visualizing the simulation case NL03 in Paper 4, shows the flow
becoming turbulent due to the global nonlinear instability. A sharp front is
seen where nonlinearities grow fast and the flow becomes turbulent. Impulsively
disturbing the boundary layer of the rotating disk will always lead to transition
to turbulence in this manner. In the same paper it is found that the downstream
turbulence triggers the frequency for the absolute instability mode found from
linear theory at the critical position.

Transition to turbulence in rotating-disk boundary-layer experiments in-
evitably includes the presence of stationary vortices, changing the baseflow
such that secondary instabilities can appear. The last column in table 1 shows
the main important steps in research on secondary instabilities, where the most
common harmonic forcing is the stationary vortices. Appelquist et al. (2017)
(Paper 5) shows that when the base flow includes the stationary vortices there
is a secondary global instability and two transition scenarios are shown in fig-
ure 6.2. In (a) with low amplitudes of forcing nonlinear saturated vortices form
in a region where the flow is already globally unstable to secondary instabil-
ities, and transition occurs immediately at the position they appear. In (b)
with large amplitudes of forcing nonlinear saturated vortices are formed for
small r. Secondary instabilities start to grow on top and at around radial po-
sition of 510, the flow becomes globally unstable and transition to turbulence
occurs. This described transition scenario translates well to experiments. Em-
phasizing this, figure 6.2(b) can be compared to the visualization by Kobayashi
et al. (1980) in figure 4.5 (in Chapter 4), both showing the striped pattern of
the secondary instability. The identification of the secondary global instability
makes it possible to understand the experimental flow and its sharp transition
to turbulence.

To conclude the above discussion, the experimental flow field will become
turbulent somewhere between the critical Reynolds number for the secondary
global instability and the critical Reynolds number for the primary global in-
stability with the amplitude of the stationary vortices as a control parameter.

For lower Reynolds number there might be potential for bypass transition,
which is promoted for example by freestream perturbations. In our turbulent
simulations bypass transition is triggered by a trip forcing within the bound-
ary layer, and thus the above-mentioned instability processes are circumvented
(‘bypassed’).

In the course of this work, the view has shifted from an emphasis on the
theoretical behaviour to the experimental behaviour. The work has started
from points where other researchers have left off and allowed verification, ex-
emplification and further understanding of cases excluding nonlinearity and
roughness and so on. Of course it has always been known that in reality the
flow is evolving and therefore a global approach is required; it is also a finite
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Figure 6.2. Instantaneous fields of azimuthal velocity nor-
malized by the disk speed (rΩ) at z = 3.6 from simulations
in Paper 5. (a) For low-amplitude vortices; and (b) for high-
amplitude vortices. Note the different radial scales.
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Figure 6.3. (a) Temporal growth rate of the azimuthal veloc-
ity fluctuations as a function of the position of the front. T gives
the direction of time. (b) The neutral curve for the absolute
instability (solid line) and its corresponding curve (dashed line)
if all wavenumbers are more stable such that ωi is decreased by
0.568. This shift was suggested in Paper 4 (Appelquist et al.
2016) to fit theoretical data to the simulations.

disk in reality; and there will be greater or less surface roughness. The avail-
ability of the experimental results by Imayama (2014) have made a comparison
of the simulation data to experiments possible throughout this thesis and both
a clean and a rough disk have been considered. Ultimately, full nonlinear global
DNS (Paper 5) has lead to a clear explanation of the transition route.

6.2. Outlook

For the cases investigated through DNS in this thesis, the domain is limited
both radially and azimuthally. Research can be continued on linear global
modes in finite domains. Similar feedback from an outer radial edge as seen
in Paper 3 has been found for swirling jets (Healey 2008). For the azimuthal
limitation, certain wavenumbers are isolated. It would of course be interest-
ing to simulate the whole disk such that the complete β spectrum would be
available, which would then be a full-disk virtual experiment. The isolation of
azimuthal wavenumbers is, however, important for the simulations presented
in this thesis.

Simulating 1/68th of the disk, the critical Reynolds number for the global
instability is Rcg = 583 (Paper 4). Similarly, simulating 1/64th of the disk,
the global instability aims for a front position located at Rcg = 599 (Paper 5).
These results are shown in figure 6.3(a) where the growth rates in time of the az-
imuthal velocity fluctuations are plotted against the position of the front. The
growth rate in time for a stationary front is zero (obviously) and it converges
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to this asymptotically. The behaviour of the simulations can be extrapolated
to find the exact stationary front position. In figure 6.3(a) this is done by the
use of linear theory, where the temporal growth rate (ωi) curve is lowered by
0.568 for each azimuthal wavenumber. Rc marks the position of the absolute
instability and Rcg is found by the chained-line intersection with zero growth
rate. T gives the direction of time of the simulations. The reason for increas-
ing the stability/lowering the curve can be, as discussed in Paper 3, that a
sufficiently large region of absolute instability is needed for a global instability.
Further research is required to understand the neutral stability curve for the
global instability. Based on the behaviour shown by the two simulations above
where the behaviour follows local theory if ωi is lowered a new neutral curve
can be plotted. Figure 6.3(b) shows both the neutral curve for the absolute
instability and its new counterpart for the global instability. The most unsta-
ble wavenumber according to this new curve would be β = 78 for R = 572,
although as already stated, this needs further research and as of today, a para-
metric study with highly expensive DNS is out of scope.

It is found in Paper 4 that the downstream turbulence triggers a global fre-
quency corresponding to the theoretical absolute instability mode at the global
front position (Rcg). This global frequency was found for early times before
the spatial front was settled. This suggests that by analysing the temporal
frequency in a simulation the front position could be predicted without tracing
it explicitly; it would be revealed from the spatial mode corresponding to the
temporal frequency. This would facilitate parametric studies when using DNS,
in particular, since the frequency is set at an early stage. Although, simulation
G64 presented in Paper 5 indicated that it can be hard to obtain the required
precision in the frequency for the front position to be determined over a short
time. Further investigation is required before making such predictions.

Just as for the primary global instability the secondary global instability
has not been mapped out as a stability curve, it has merely been identified. Also
the main research presented in this thesis of the secondary instability concerns
its nature. However, investigating various modes prior to their global instability
limit could give an extensive comparison to the swept-wing boundary-layer flow,
which also exhibits crossflow vortices with secondary instabilities, although
convective in nature.

Pier (2007) also used harmonic forcings for travelling waves, and these give
rise to other critical positions for the secondary instability. Thus it is possible
to control the rotating-disk boundary layer by changing the frequency of the
forcing. Further research that builds upon this idea could be undertaken.

The present setup in Nek5000 could also be modified to further simulate the
dynamics of the Bödewadt or Ekman flows, and the instabilities within these
boundary layers. Also, a slight modification from the rotating-disk geometry
may lead to a rotating cone or a sphere, see mesh examples in figure 6.4. The
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(a) Cone (b) Sphere

Figure 6.4. Mesh examples showing the outer boundaries of
spectral elements.

cone shape is particularly of interest due to a variable elevation angle of the wall
surface, and the sphere can be used to imitate the dynamics in the boundary
layer over the Earth.





APPENDIX A

Time integration in Nek5000

Throughout the thesis the DNS code Nek5000 is used. Chapter 3 gives an
overall description of the code, and this appendix gives the equations for the
various time integration schemes for completeness.

In Nek5000, the time integration order can be set to k = 1−3. This number
corresponds to setting the vectors bd and ab to different numbers in the code.
Table 1 shows the coefficients set for each vector and the corresponding names of
the time integration schemes used, where BDF is the backward differentiation
formula, AB is the Adams–Bashforth scheme and EXT is the extrapolation
scheme. For k = 1−3 three previous timesteps are used however when starting
a new simulation BDF1/AB1 and BDF2/AB2 are used of time integration
order one and two, respectively, since they use less previous timesteps.

Adams–Bashforth

Three orders of the AB time integration scheme is used in Nek5000. They are
shown below and their coefficients are given in table 1. A prime denotes the
temporal derivative, h is the length of the timestep and n an integer counting
the timesteps.

AB1:
un+1 − un = hu�

n, (A.1)

corresponding to the Euler forward method; AB2:

un+1 − un =
3h

2
u�
n − h

2
u�
n−1. (A.2)

and; AB3:

un+1 − un =
23h

12
u�
n − 4h

3
u�
n−1 −

5h

12
u�
n−2. (A.3)
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k time integration schemes bd coefficients ab coefficients
- BDF1/AB1 [1 1 0 0] [1 0 0]
- BDF2/AB2 [3/2 2 -1/2 0] [3/2 -1/2 0]
1 BDF1/AB3 [1 1 0 0] [23/12 -4/3 5/12]
2 BDF2/EXT2a [3/2 2 -1/2 0] [8/3 -7/3 2/3]
3 BDF3/EXT3 [11/6 3 -3/2 1/3] [3 -3 1]

Table 1. Time integration schemes of Nek5000 with its coef-
ficients.

Backward differentiation formula

Also three orders of the BDF scheme are used in Nek5000. They are shown
below where the function f satisfies the Navier–Stokes equations.

BDF1:

un+1 = un + hf(tn+1, un+1), (A.4)

corresponding to the Backward Euler method; BDF2:

3

2
un+1 = 2un − 1

2
un−1 + hf(tn+1, un+1). (A.5)

and; BDF3:

11

6
un+1 = 3un − 3

2
un−1 +

1

3
un−2 + hf(tn+1, un+1). (A.6)

Extrapolation scheme

The extrapolation method is used for the nonlinear and forcing terms of Nek5000
and is derived through Taylor expansion:

un+1 = un + h
du

dt
+

h2

2

d2u

dt2
+

h3

6

d3u

dt3
+ ... (A.7)

The schemes are seen below with an additional derivation which is not stan-
dard for the EXT2a scheme. To obtain the EXT2 scheme the derivatives are
approximated by first order giving:

un+1 = 2un − un−1. (A.8)

For the EXT3 scheme, the approximated derivatives are second order giving
the third order scheme

un+1 = 3un − 3un−1 + un−2. (A.9)



For the extrapolation scheme EXT2a, both first and second order discretiza-
tions of the derivatives are used following

un+1 = un + h
(un − un−1)

h
+ α

h2

2

(un − 2un−1 + un−2)

h2
+O(h3) (A.10)

where α is a scaling factor, tuning the scheme to use as large stability region
as possible. For EXT2a α = 4/3 giving

un+1 = un + h
(un − un−1)

h
+

2h2

3

(un − 2un−1 + un−2)

h2
, (A.11)

which is equivalent to

un+1 =
8

3
un − 7

3
un−1 +

2

3
un−2 (A.12)

and can also be shown to be third order accurate.
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